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Featured item from THE LIST: Juliette Dumas at Silas von Morisse

by David Cohen

Juliette Dumas, Whale Fluke (Le Grand Bleu), 2018. Clay and gouache on paper mounted on canvas, two panels, total 60 x 144 inches.

Courtesy of the artist and Silas von Morisse Gallery

In the last hour of this show the paintings are going to be swept off the walls with song. Some weeks ago, a remarkable woman entered the gallery and told the proprietors that the whales in Juliette Dumas’s canvases were singing to her and appealing for her reply. With the gallery’s permission, Ami Yamasaki proceeded to produce music from unexpected depths and cavities that no “natural” singer makes use of, at least not a human one: birdsong and the resonances of the ocean, however, as well as what might be thought of as extraterrestrial sounds proceeded to emit from this slight Japanese woman. Yamasaki is a sound and installation artist based in Tokyo. Today also marks the conclusion of a project room exhibition by Stephen Maine.

109 Ingraham Street, between Knickerbocker and Porter avenues, Bushwick, silasvonmorisse.com

More from artcritical

Shoja Azari at Occupy Mana
Alain Kirili at Hionas Gallery
Anne Sherwood Pundyk at Christopher Stout Gallery
Lois Dickson at John Davis Gallery, Hudson and The Painting Center, New York
Jacob El Hanani
Linescape: Four Decades at Acquavella Galleries

Insider Criticism: Mrs. Peter Plagens Reveals All
1 comment • a year ago
billy evans — So nice that two artists have each other. A beautiful thing.

Building Up and Breaking Down: Dennis Hollingsworth at Galerie ...
1 comment • 2 months ago
Martin Mugar — The last sentence of this review has the flavor of Heidegger's notion of "letting be" when the ...

The Restlessness of Thought: Adrian Piper at MoMA
2 comments • a year ago
certainQuestions — Great piece on a great and complex showThanks Nick !!Andy

War of Independence
1 comment • a year ago
Joanne Mattera — Hear, hear! The lack of wall labels is very annoying. Perhaps these galleries are too important ...